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MR. JOHN D. DAWSON: I am going to talk about a regulatorydevelopment that
may be beneficialto pricingactuaries.

The NAIC adopted the official risk-basedcapital (RBC)formula at its December 1992
meeting, along with RBC reportingrequirementsand a model act providinginsurance
regulatorsnew authorityto take specificaction on troubledcompanies. The reporting
requirementsbecome effective this year. All U.S. life insurancecompanies will be
requiredto calculateand file RBC alongwith their statutory annual statements. The
model act, which gives RBC its teeth, needs ratificationby state legislaturesbefore it
becomes law. The model act has been introduced in severalstates, but I am not
aware of any states that have actually passedthe act at this time.

I am goingto addresssome of the possibleimplicationsof RBCon pricing. I will
addressthe basicsof RBC and then offer a simplifiedapproachfor incorporatingRBC
into your pricing exercises. I will also offer some viewpoints on the implicationsof
RBC on your company's growth objectives. Finally,I willhave some observationson
how certainproduct features may impact the 11aditionalsurplusstrain,RBC, and
something that I call a requiredcapital infusion.

The RBC formula is a function of four risk components, commonly referred to as C-1,
C-2, C-3, and C-4.

(3-1 is the asset risk. It is calculatedby multiplyingvarious C-1 factors by the
invested assets.

(3-2 is the pricingrisk. It is essentiallycalculatedby multiplying(3-2 factors by a
measure of the insurancerisk. For mortality products, this would be the net amount
of risk. Formorbidityproducts, likehealth insurance,net amount of risk is replaced
by the earned premiums for active livesand claim reserves for disabledlives.

The C-3 component is the interest rate risk. Annuities do not have a C-2 component,
but they do have a fairly substantialC-3 component. The C-3 component is calcu-
lated by multiplyingC-3 factors by the reserve. Health products do not have a C-3
risk component in the RBC formula.

Finally,the C-4 component isthe businessrisk. The risk is different for every
company, but it is the easiest component to calculate. It is the premium revenue
subject to premium taxes times 2% for life insuranceor 0.5% for health insurance.
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The C-1 asset risk and the C-3 interest risk are said to be perfectly correlated. This
gives us a fairly complicated formula of C-1 plus C-3 quantity squared plus C-2
squared. Take the square root of that and then add the C-4 component. This is
generally going to produce an amount that will be greater than or equal to the sum of
the components. If it is an annuity product, it will be equal. This is important, as I
will soon bring out.

The NAIC model law also defines an amount called total adjusted capital. RBC is a
threshold amount. It is the amount of surplus the regulators say that you need to
have. Total adjusted capital (TAC) is the amount of surplus that you do have
according to the model. It is presently calculated as the sum of total capital and
surplus, plus the asset valuation reserve (AVR), plus voluntary investment reserves,
plus a dividend lability, if any.

AVR is a surplusallocation that used to be part of the mandatory securitiesvaluation
reserve (MSVR). The MSVR was spilt into two pieces last year: AVR and the invest-
ment maintenance reserve (IMR). The IMR is not includedin total adjustedcapital.
When you talk to your investment department, you will need to discussasset
portfoliomanagement and its potential impact on how largeIMR is expected to get.
You will need to factor that into your surplusrequirement assumptions.

I have assumed that we are going to follow a buy-and-holdstrategy,and IMR never
develops. The regulatorswill use RBCunder the model act to identifyweakly
capitalizedcompanies. I am goingto use an analogy of a commercialaircraft to
illustrate how this works. As pricing actuaries, we are all part of the critical flight
crew of the insurance companies we serve. It is the job of the flight crew to keep
that plane flying high. It is our job to participate in making sure our companies have
and continue to develop adequate levels of surplus. Under the model act, regulators
do not need to wait until surplus is gone before taking action. The model act makes
us wave our arms a little, but essentially the act sets up four threshold levels. As
long as we maintain TAC in excess of the RBC that we calculated, and the rado of
tack to RBC is not decreasing, the model act does not call for action.

But, if TAC falls below 100% of RBC, or is less than 125%, and the trend is
decreasing, your company is required to submit a comprehensive financial plan to
your friendly regulator. The plan basically identifies the problem, tells what is going
on, why, and what you are going to do about it. It also needs to include financial
projections demonstrating that the plan will actually work.

In our airplane analogy, this is like the guy in the control tower saying, "Hey, you are
getting a little close to the ground out there! What are you going to do about it?" If
TAC dips a little further, we enter the regulatory action level. At this point, the guy in
the control tower becomes a little bit more concerned. He says, "1am going to come
out and do some analysis. When I am done, I am going to tell you what is wrong
and what to do about it." The regulatory action level begins when TAC is at 75% of
RBC.

If TAC falls below 50% of RBC,the situation is getting serious. At this point, the
regulator can come in and take over your company. This might put a damper on all
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of the product development fun you have been having up to this point. The regulator
is not required to take over at this level, but he or she can if it is deemed
appropriate.

When TAC falls below 35% of RBC, this will definitely have an impact. The regulator
is required to place your company under regulatory control. It is hoped that the
situation can be corrected before we reach this point. That is the purpose of the
model act. If this fails, your company fails, and, obviously, we want to avoid this.
As a pricing actuary and a member of your company's critical flight team, what can
you do to keep your company flying high? For starters, you can incorporate RBC into
your pricing decisions if you already have not. Communicate your findings to the rest
of the flight crew - to the rest of management. This may or may not change any of
your pricing decisions, but you must know what impact your pricing philosophies and
tendencies have on your ability to continue business as usual.

Factoring in RBC may take a variety of forms. It may involve the RBCformula
directly, a multiple of that formula, or a more onerous target surplus formula. The
most effective way to incorporate RBC into your pricing analysis and to utilize
contemporary actuarialscience is to use a model office that includesboth assets and
liabilities. How many of you got involved in cash-flow testing this last year? Quite a
few. Sophisticated cash-flow modeling is fairly new for many actuaries. Several
people have told me that it is going to be some time before they will feel comfortable
using the cash-flow model as a decision tool. Therefore, I am going to offer a
simplified approach to factoring RBC into the pricing equation.

Before I do, I have a question for you. In the process of finalizing and adopting the
RBC formula, it was observed that insurance companies have been rest]ucturing their
investment portfoliosbecauseof pressurebeing exerted by the surplusformulas that
the rating agencies use. How many of you have been changingyour pricing methods
or philosophies in an effort to keep the ratingagencieshappy? Is this something that
people are doing? It reallydoes not look like it. What I am going to share may be
useful to you.

I am going to show you how to incorporate RBC into the pricingof a simpleuniversal
life policy. The policyis issuedto a male nonsmoker,aged 35. The death benefit is
$100 thousand. The premium is $650, and there is no policyfee. The agent gets
90% commission in the first year and only nominalrenewal commissions. This policy
has a significantsurplusstrain,but it is probablya typical surplusstrainfor many life
insurancepolicies.

I have constructed a profit test by using basicasset sharedcalculations. Chart 1
shows that we have a surplusstrain of about $7 immediately after issue. The policy
breaks even by about year 6 and continuesto be profitablethereafter. This particular
pricing run has an internalrate of return of about 17%. The presentvalue of profits
over presentvalue of premiums is about 6.7%. Is this product goingto allow us to
meet our required surplus? It is hard to tell without doing some more analysis.

To address this question, we first need to calculateRBC for the product. Now, what
do we need for this calculation? As we saw earlier,we need to know the level of
assets.
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CHART 1
Universal Ufe Example
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We need the net amountat risk, reserves,premium revenue, and the appropriate
factors. We can get the factors from the NAIC's formula. It is a faidy long formula,
but the factors are there. We can get net amount of risk,reserves, and premiums
from our basic asset-shareruns.

We need to talk about assetsa little bit more. Assetsare the sum of the capital, or
the cash flow from the operation, plusany capital infusionthat we need to meet our
surplus requirements.

If RBC were the simplesum of the four C factors, we would have a simpleformula -
likethe one that is shown here.

Capital Infusion = [(Assets Generated) x (C-1 Factor)
+ (Net Amount at Risk) x (C-2 Factor)
+ (Reserve) x (C-3 Factor)
+ (PremiumRevenue) x (C-4 Factor) - Product

Surplus]/(1-C-1Factor)

I have pulledsome numbers out of my asset-sharerun to show you how this formula
works.

Capital Infusion = [(-1.19 × 0.52%) + ((1,000 - 5.92) x 0.15%)
+(5.92 x 0.75%) + (6.50 x 2%) - (-7.00)] / (1 - 0.52%)

= $8.70
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Immediately after issue I had a negative cash flow of $1.19. Now, for a fairly
conservative investment portfolio, I have a C-1 factor of 0.52%. Next, we calculate
our net amount of risk by subtracting reserves from the units. My 0.15% is an
appropriate C-2 factor for a small- to medium-sized company. The C-3 factor is equal
to the reserve times 0.75%. This could be reduced to 0.5% if the valuation actuary
did cash-flow testing. The C-4 factor is $6.50 times our 2%, and then I am going to
subtract off the negative surplus and divide that whole quantity by 1 minus 0.52, and
I will get $8.70. Now this formula overstates the amount of capital infusion that we
actually need. it is a simple formula, but it is not completely accurate.

I have a derivation of what this formula would be if we used the official NAIC

formula. Look at the RBC formula. It shows C4 plus the square root of C-1, plus
C-3 quantity squared, plus C-2 squared. I have defined all the terms. We make the
observation that the assets needed for the C-1 component are really the sum of cash
flow and the capital infusion.

RBC = Pxc4 + _/(Axc 1 + Vxc3) 2 + (Rxc2) 2

where RBC = risk-based capital,
P = premium revenue for the year,
ca = the C-4 RBCcomponent factor,
A = invested assets,
cl = the C-1 RBCcomponent factor,
V = the policy reserve,
c3 = the C-3 RBCcomponent factor,
R = the net amountat risk for life insurance,or earned premiums for

health insurance;and
c2 = the C-2 RBC component factor.

I am assumingthat we want our total surplusto be equal to our RBC in this case.
We see that the capitalinfusionis really requiredsurplusminusthe surplusfrom the
operation. So by putting these thingsinto the formula, we get a kind of messy
formula, with the capital infusionon the left and the capitalinfusioninsidea square
term and insideof a squared root term on the right. Hand this to an actuarialstudent,
and you should get a formula back that looks likethe bottom one. It is quite a bit
more complicated, but it is more accurate. This formula with this data would produce
a capitalinfusion of $8.62. There is not much difference, but it is up to you to
decide if the extra complexity is really worth the trouble. W'r_ computers, it probably
is not that big of a deal to programsomething like this.

Assuming we want to maintain total surplusequal to risk-basedcapital at all times,
we can determine the amount of capital infusion(CI) required as the difference
between risk-basedcapital (RBC)and the surplus(S) generated from the insurance
operation:

CI = RBC-S

where S = surplusgenerated from the insuranceoperation.
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SubstitutingCF + CI for A, and S + CI for RBC, we obtainthe following equation:

S+CI = Pxc 4 + _/((CF+CI)xc 1 + Vxc3 )2 + (RXC2) 2

To solve for the capital infusion (CI), subtract Pxc 4 from beth sides, square, and
regroup to from a quadraticequation for the valuesof CI. Then the capital infusion
may be determined using the well known quadratic formula:

CI = -b + _/b2 - 4xaxc
2xa

where

a=l -c_

b = 2 × (S - Pxc 4 - CF×c_ - c_xVxc 3)

c = S 2 - 2xSxPxc 4 + P2xc_ - CF2xc_

- 2xCFxClxVxc 3 - V2xc_ - R2xc_

For the rest of my talk, I will use the result of this formula: the $8.62. In this slide 1
have superimposed the RBCthat develops (Chart 2) over the surplus that develops.
You will notice a few things right away: (1) the initial surplus strain is large as
compared with the initialRBC and (2) RBC decreasesover time. This is the result of
persistency,or lack of persistency. We also have a new break-evenyear. Before, our
surpluspoked through the zero point at around year 6. Now, we have to wait
another year before it pokes throughthe RBC. We cannot distribute any pint"Ksfrom
this product until the surplus is greaterthan RBC.

Lookingat it a littledifferently (Chart 3), there is a linefor surplus,and a line for
surplusminus RBC. This last line shows what surpluswould be if we held RBC
simplyas an additional reserve. RBC is not shown as the thresholdamount that it
reallyis, but you will get an ideaof how you can incorporateit into your pricing.

We can look at the developmentof surplusand distributablesurpluson a year-by-year
basison Chart 4. We see the largercapital infusionunderRBC in the first year, and
then you can see that the distributable profits are slightlymore than the traditional
statutory profits in renewal years. This prof'Kstream developsa 12% retum on
investment, as compare(_,with the 17% returnon investmentfor just the traditional
profits.

The most direct way to factor RBC in your pricing is to just add a new profit mea-
sure, taking into account RBC as an additional reserve.

In summary, more capitalneedsto be allocatedto the line of business. By doing so,
in our example, returnon investmentdroppedby 500 basis points. If the additional
capital was going to be sitting aroundcollectinginterest, RBCwould not be a terrific
concern.
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CHART 2
UniversalLife Example
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CHART 4

Universal Ufe Example
Emergence of Distributable Profit
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The money is still goingto be sitting around collecting interest; it just will not be
excess capacity. If the capitalhas been earmarkedfor another purpose, however,
RBC may have a significantimpact. You are askingmanagement to pull money out
of another project so that you can provide lower returnsthan you did last year. This
could be a tough sell.

The way that I liketo approachRBC, at least untilwe get management thinkingin
terms of what this reallymeans, is to offer some new pricingstatisticsto look at.
Presumably,we have all been profitable in the past, so the pricing decisionsthat we
have been making are probablyappropriate. We have some new thingsto think
about under RBC. At leastthis year, you might want to show these things. Maybe
next year you will be usingthese things to make decisions. Or if you are a little
further ahead, you can be usingthese thingsto make decisionsthis year. As we
saw, we have a new break-evenyear: seven years insteadof six years. I am
definingbreak-even herewhen surplus is greater than RBC.

We have a new internal rate-of-returnmeasure - the internal rate of return on

distributableprofits. You may want to look at the presentvalue of distributable
profitsdivided by present value of premiums. That is going to be a little bit lessthan
the presentvalue of statutory profits, but it probablywill not be much different. You
may want to look at the ratioof surplusto RBC in variousyears. It will be tough to
reallybase decisionson that measure until you buildsome benchmark and some
experience on what that means. You may want to use a model office to comple-
ment your pricing,so that you can look at returnon equity under RBC. Here you can
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_ook at returns with and without RBC, and you can look at returns when you have
RBC in the denominator - when you are paying out surplus as it emerges.

Next, I would like to talk a little bit about the implications that RBC may have on your
sales objectives. One of the first things that may happen is that the old discussions
of resource allocations may start all over. Everybody is going to be asking for more
capital. On a company-wide basis, these discussions may lead to the conclusion that
you cannot do everything that you wanted to do, or even everything that you
thought that you could afford. It may have impacts on your line of business's ability
to meet your sales goals. Possibly, if you are lucky, you will get the extra investment
that you need. Things like return on equity and return on investment are going to
become important as the company thinks about how to allocate its surplus.

To demonstrate how this works, assume that you have been given a million dollars to
fund surplus this year. How much production can you afford? This is basic mathe-
matics. You have a surplus strain of $7 per thousand, so you divide your million
dollars by seven. You find that you can afford to sell almost 143,000 units. In terms
of dollars, that is $6.50 per unit. You can almost afford to sell a million dollars worth
of premium for every million dollars of assumed surplus strain capacity. But when
you take RBC into account, you have to cover an extra $1.62. When you divide
your million dollars by your surplus need of $8.62, you find that you can only afford
to sell 116,000 units. So now you are only able to collect about $750,000. Your
ability to sell new business has been decreased by almost a quarter.

Your friends in the annuity area are also going to be realizing some strain, depending
on whether they have surrender charges and whether they have market-value
adjustments. The RBCformula is a little bit more generous, depending on the
riskiness of your annuity products. Other lines of business are also going to be
affected. Term products are probably going to be the most severely affected,
because the C-2 risk component is relatively more severe for term products than it is
for other products, as term very often does not have the great surplus strain that
universal life might have.

Credit life is going to have some pain. The impact on disability income is probably
going to be similar to universal life, although the makeup of a disability income RBC is
really quite different.

Now, it is probably a little unrealistic to think of production in terms of "1 have a
million dollars to spend this year." Instead, you want to look at surplus development
and production over e period of years. I have assumed that you have a million dollars
to fund production - and that is all you are going to get from now on. I played
around with the numbers a little bit, and decided that you could afford to sell 34,000
units this year and grow at a rate of about 17% a year and not run out of capital.
As you sell more, your RBC grows. You have profits that are allowing the continued
growth of your business. Obviously, I would not recommend having a salesgoal that
is going to bring your surplus down to the RBC level. If your projections ere off just a
little bit, you will be welcoming your friendly regulator in to help run your business.
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Finally, I would liketo talk about some product features and the impact these may
have on RBC in your surplusrequirements. BeforeI do, we need to talk about the
surplus strain and whet it all means.

F_'t, lets look at RBC for our universallife example. The C-2 componentreally
domineted the equation, accountingfor over 90% of the total RBC. The other three
components are small in comparison, so impactingthem probablywill not have a
greet deal of impact. It is also importantto note that RBC made up lessthan 20% of
the total capital requirement. You may want to considerimplicationsfor traditional
components of surplusstrain as well.

I will highlighta number of product featuresincludinggraded death benefit, levelized
commissions,premiumshigher/lower,group product, high initialpremium, and
minimum cash values. The onethat will probablyhave the greatest impact on RBC is
the one that has the greetest impact on the C-2 risk. That, in my opinion,would be
the graded death-benefit product. By bringingthe death benefit down, you are going
to be drivingthe C-2 riskcomponent down, and your RBC will be decreased.

Whet if we increasepremiums? RBCwill generallybe less sensitivethan the surplus
strain will be to premium adjustments. Increasingpremiumswill increasethe C-4 risk
component, but it will probablydecreasethe surplusstrain by more. A high initial
premium, such as a roll over, a dump in premium, or a depositterm-type product,
may help reduce the (3-2 component by reducingthe net amount of risk. it could
alleviate surplusstrain, depending on how much commission is paid on that extra
premium, but the C-4 component will probablyincrease,and there will be other
implicationsas well. The C-1 and the C-3 components will increase,so it is tough to
tell reallywhat is going to happen with that type of product undl you lookat it more.

All other things equal, levalizedcommissionswill only have a marginalimpact on RBC,
but they will help minimizea surplusstrain. If you can get your product classifiedas
group insurance,a few things happen. Some of the RBC factors are smallerfor
group insurance. And if you can get the IRSto believe that it is a group product,you
can get a breakon the deferred acquisitioncost (DAC) tax as well. That will help
keep your surplusstrain low. If it is truly a group product, your surplusstrain will
probably be quite a bit different than it would be for an individualproduct.

Finally, with a minimum cash-valueuniversallife plan, you will generallyhave lower
premiums, so you will have a smaller C-4 component and lower reservesimpacting
the (3-3 component in a positive way, but increasingthe C-2 component. Again, you
will have to look at the implicationson surplusstrain to get a total picture.

Reinsurancehas always been a sourceof surplusfunding. Here it can help alleviate
the traditional surplusstrain as well as reducethe RBC at the same time. Of course,
with surplus you have to sharethe profRs,so that requiressome analysisas well.

RBC is a new tool for the regulatorsfor identifyingfinanciallytroubledcompanies. It
was not developedfor, and may not be appropriatefor, use by healthy companies.
Evenso, it may be the first target surplusformulathat many have ever really had to
deal with. Now, if your company is at or nearsurplus capacity, you probablyshould
considerthe implicationsof RBCon your pricingdecisions. You might think about the
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simplified approach that I offered for incorporating RBC into your pricing process. I
also shared some perspectives on affordability issuesunder RBC, relating to your
expected sales volumes.

RBC will tend to increase the amount of capital needed to support your current
production levels and may cause you to rethink some of your sales goals. Finally, we
examined some implications of product features relating to universal life as sort of a
tickler to get you thinking about how to maximize production affordability with a
limited amount of capital resource.

MR. GREGORY D. JACOBS: I do not know if everybody has had a chance to look at
their company's RBCcalculation. They normally look at it on the valuation side. It is
complicated, and it is subject to a little bit of manipulation. I think it is absolutely
imperative that the pricing actuaries start paying more attention to it. If you played
with target surplus formulas in your pricing, you have had some hands-on experience.
When you leave, and with what John laid the groundwork for, you will be able to
price a little bit better, given what we are going to be dealing with. I can assure you,
my friends, that RBC is not going to go away soon. It is going to be there, and it is
going to get stronger.

I want to set the stage. Back in September, a client asked, "How should we be
pricing our products, given that we are now going to be measured with RBC,
specifically in dealing with rating agencies?"

We went into some industry statistics from NAIC databases. This is using year-end
1991 data; keep in mind this was in September 1992. They asked what the target
level of RBC is if they were to be rated Aaa by Moody's? Moody's has not endorsed
any of this. This is just factual evidence.

The top line on Table 1 is an Aaa rating. Eight companies had that as of September
1991. The average asset size was $34.9 billion. The average RBC ratio was 137%.
This is using the old way of looking st RBC: the total adjusted capital, plus MSVR, or
AVR, plus half of the dividend liability, divided by the RBC calculation. I might add
the RBC calculations were approximate because we did it based on NAIC deta. We
did not have the opportunity to go into each one of these eight companies and look
at the concentration factors and all that. There were five companies in the A3
category. One was a garbage company. It was trouble. The rest were above the
100% ratio, but one really brought it down.

If you anticipategoing out and becominga Aaa Moody's company, you have to
earmark your surplus. Your RBC level shouldbe 137%. As we go through this, I
will try to draw some conclusions. I will leave it to you to draw our own conclusions.

The same issue, with a biggerdatabase, isthe S&P's rating (Table 2). Again, RBC is
calculatingfrom NAIC statistics. If you look at the RBClevel of the top three ratings,
the lower the rating, the higher the RBC level. But I put another column up there,
called average asset side. I am 98% convinced that how big you are is more
important than your level of RBC. (That is just an editorial comment.)
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TABLE 1

RBC and Moody's Rating

Number of Average Assets Average RBC
Rating Companies (Billions) Ratio

Aaa 8 $34.9 137%
Aa1 11 26.0 140
Aa2 18 13.5 160
Aa3 7 10.1 112
A1 15 4.7 150
A2 6 10.8 150
A3 5 14.9 67

Year-end1991 data.

The moral of the story is: get big. RegardingS&P ratings, 51 companies are AAA-
rated, the average asset size is $12.7 billion with a 139% RBC ratio. This is close to
137%; coincidence more than anything. As you go from AAA down to A-, or AA-,
RBC ratios gradually go up. Average asset size goes down. Again, size is really
important. Given these statistics, what we concluded when talking with our client is,
when you are pricing with a target surplus level, you may consider using something
that is about 1.5 or 2 times RBC level. If you price in that arena, the rating people
cannot complain about your capital level. It will be about other things.

TABLE 2

RBC and S&P's Rating

Number of Average Assets Average RBC
Rating Companies (Billions) Ratio

AAA 51 $12.7 139%
AA+ 38 4.2 176
AA 34 2.3 143
AA- 39 4.1 185
A+ 21 6.2 100
A 8 3.9 129
A- 3 1.1 131

rear-end1991data.

I also noted and passed on to my clientthat it was very obviousthere are many
companieswith RBC ratios of 500%, 600%, and 800%. Again, keep in mind that
this data is from December 1991. RBC was still evolutionary; it was not quite where
it is today.

My clientand I anticipate that those companieswith high RBClevelsmay go out and
start pricingat below-RBC levels;kind of marginalRBC pricing. It is kindof like
marginalexpense pricing. If they are alreadyat 400% or 500%, and the rating
agenciesare tellingus that 1.5 or 2 times RBCis the goal, I would not be the least
bit surprisedif they are undercuttingtheir pricing. I do not know if this is prudent. I
am just making observations right now. Because they are pricingat below their
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target RBC levels, they can bring their 500 ratio down to where it needs to be. This
is just an observation.

John did a very goodjob with the details. I have done enoughpricingwork and
enough lookingat RBC levels,both from the financialside, in which we help compa-
niesfigure out what can be done to better RBCratios,and alsofrom the pricingside.
When you usa RBC in pricing,do not get begged down in the formulas. Look at the
big picture, get away from all the gruddy details. Look at the valuationactuary's RBC
calculation as of last year-end. Come up with some big-pictureaveragesand usa
those.

The bond-sizefactor is one of the funky thingsthat is in the RBCformula. The
theory being, if you have many bonds, presumablyyou have a big dispersionriskso
you can bring your factor down. You ought to take your C-1 risk and multiply it by
about 1.25 if you are a medium-sizedcompany. Medium is probablyanything up to
about $3 or $4 billion. Anything over that and the sizeof the bond holdingcomes
way down. You do not need to have any more fat in your RBC factor.

I am aware of a companythat is in the manipulationgame of RBC. The theory here
is, the more bends you have, the more dispersionrisk you have. Therefore, the
chance that enoughof them will default to cause harm is remote. So it ranks down.
Here is what it did. It had many $100,000 bends. This is a fairlytypicalbond
holding for a medium-sizedcompany. But it broke it into 100 $1,000 bonds. Now,
all of a sudden, its bond holdingswent from 500 to 5,000 bonds. Do not use that in
pricing. That is not cool.

The concentrationfactor is another funky thing that is in the C-1 component, it can
just drive you crazy because of the detail. The theory is, if you arehighly concen-
trated in a particularasset holding,you have to doublethat factor, Well, based on
my experience (and it is nothingmore than my experience),that generallymeans you
are going to increaseyour C-1 factors by about 1.1-1.2. So, I guessin parting
wisdom to the pricingactuaries, you ought to look at your C-1 components and
multiply them by 1.1 or 1.2 to handle the concentrationrisk on a simplebasis.

Adding the C-1/C-2/C-3 components producesa margin. John talked about it. You
have seen that awful covarianceformula. The marketing people whom you are going
to show your pricing material to are not interested in that. They just do not want to
hear it. So I have found that typicallythe sum of C-1 through C-4 is about 15%
higher than this covariance gizmo.

You can do one of two things. You can priceyour product by putting C-1/C-2/C-3/
C-4 in your pricingalgorithmand just add them up. Why would you want to do
that? Becauseyou have some inherentmargins, and pricingpeople likemargins.
Now, if they reallypressyou, what do you do? You take the covariance, and you
look like a hero. You just reduced your capital requirementsby 15% by doing this
covariance gizmo.

Table 3 shows some pricing results for four typical products: a single-premium
deferred annuity (SPDA), universallife (UL), par whole life, and term. Some of my
comments are similarto what John has alreadysaid- our observationsare almost
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identical. Suffice it to say, there are assumptions. I am not going to go through all
that. These are reasonably competitive products. They are not the best products on
the street, but they clearly can be sold by an effective marketing group.

TABLE 3
Company Impact

Products Baseline 1 X RBC 2 X RBC

SPDA 15.7% 12.0% 10.3%
UL 15.1% 13.6% 12.5%
Par Whole Life 15.9% 14.3% 13.1%
Term $ 2.29 $ 2.17 $ 2.05

_PDA,UL,andParwholelife:ROI
Term: Presentvalueof profits

The after-tax profit goal is a 15% return on investment (ROI) without target surplus.
These guys were not quite there yet. They were just dealing with baseline profits
after tax. The term product was kind of funky with the yield requirements. Because
the yield rate did not make any sense, it is $2 per thousand present value.

By introducing RBC levels into your pricing, you will see how it is going to impact the
company, the consumer, the agent, and production. Table 3 shows company
impact. The top three are the SPDA, UL, and par whole life, and it shows the ROI
levels. The baseline is around 15% (maybe a little bit more), ff you put in an RBC
formula approximating one times the RBC formula in pricing, you can see that all of
the ROIs drop. Not surprisingly, it drops more for the SPDA than it does for the other
lines of business.

When you put in 2 times RBC, it drops even more. In John's earlier example, the
17% ROI went down to 12%. In my example, my UL 15.1 baseline yield went
down to 12.5%. It is not as dramatic.

It really did not have that much of an impact on the present-value profits on the term
insurance. It will on surplus strain, but the cost of setting up RBC for term insurance
is not that profound in what I have seen.

Let's go back to John's question, which I thought was appropriate for his presenta-
tion. I challenge the same thing. Go to management with a goal of 15%. RBC is
coming along, and you want to be AAA-rated by Standard & Poor's. You are going
to have to have capital in the nature of 1.5-2 times RBC. Unless you price for that,
you will have yield rates that are 200, 300, or 400 basis points less than your hurdle
rate. Now, is that acceptable because interest rates have come down? I don't
know; that is a discussion for another day. BUt clearly, somebody is going to be
upset if you do not recognize this RBC issue.

Let us look at the consumer impact on the SPDA and UL products (Table 4). My
consumer impact was the most visible thing: a decrease in the credited interest rate.
It happened to be linear, which actually is not that surprising. If you get into the real,
it is almost like partial derivatives of these little formulas that actually do turn out to
be somewhat linear.
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TABLE 4

Consumer Impact

Products 1X RBC 2 X RBC

SPDA - 30 basispoints - 60 basispoints
UL - 40 basispoints - 80 basispoints
Par Whole Life + $0.45/K (1.8%) + $0.95/K (3.8%)
Term + $0.04/K (1.5%) + $0.08/K (2.9%)

;PDAandUL: Decreasein creditedrate
Par whole life and term: Increase in premium

In this example, I have a one-time RBCformula, and I am going to have to drop my
credited rate to the consumer by 30 basis points. If it is 2 times, I have to drop it by
60 basis points. That is a big number. That is even recognizing the fact that I am
making my spread in my studies. If you are not making your spread, it gets even
worse.

We have mortality margins and other sorts of things in UL It turns out that because
of the C-2 component inside UL, I am going to have to take more out of the interest
margin. Aitematively, I could have taken some out of the cost of insurance (COl) rate
or increase the credited rate. In this example, I just played with the credited rate. I
have to drop that 40 basis points for 1 time or 80 basis points for 2 times.

For the par and the term products, rather than trying to tear apart the dividend
schedule, I just looked at a premium increase. I l_ied to make it simple. One times
RBC for the par whole life added 45 cents per thousand. It turned out to be an
increase in premium of 1.8%. For two times RBC, it is 3.8%. Those are, in my
opinion, not insignificant. For term insurance, you get an increase of 1.5% for 1
times RBC and an increase of almost 3% for 2 times RBC.

I do not want to say these are reasonably palatable, but these are discussions that
can take place. I do not want to say they are easy, but you can deal with these
more easily. Tables 5 and 6 show that when you are sitting across the table with
the marketing director, it is now really going to come home to roost.

TABLE 5
Agent Impact

Products 1X RBC 2 X RBC

SPDA 1.3% 2.5%
UL 5.3 10.5
Par Whole Life 6.6 13.2
Term 6.4 12.8

Reductionin first-yearcommissionrate
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TABLE 6

Production Impact

Products Baseline 1 X RBC 2 X RBC

SPDA 2.6% 6.0% 9.3%
UL 23.6 30.1 36.6
Par Whole Life 15.2 20.1 25.0
Term 27.4 55.2 82.9

Surplusstrainasa percentageof premium

For agent impact, to get the baseline profitability, I asked what number of percentage
points we were going to have to drop the first-year commission to make our goal.
We are going to take the entire cost of capital in the setting up of RBC out of the
agents' side. This SPDA product was a 10% commission, a little bit on the heavy
side. Surrender charges were ten graded down. If we go up to 2 times RBC, we are
going to have to reduce the compensation 2.5%. Chances of that are slim.

For UL, we are going to have to reduce the commission 10.5% in the first year.
Again, that is not trivial. Par and term are consistent. This company sells business in
New York and has New York limitations on compensation, so agent compensation is
capped at 50 or 55. There are some allowances and other things that are on top of
it. These are not trivial impacts in my opinion. You try to get this by your agent
group.

Last, impact of RBC gets into some things that John was talking about near the end
of his presentation. I am showing surplus strain as a percentage of premium. The
higher the strain, the less you can write if you have finite limited resources called
capital. It triples for SPDA; 2.6% surplus strain, just no capital requirements. When
you go to 2 times RBC, you are at 9.3%. Think about that. It is a little bit more
than 3 times. If you are used to writing $100 million of SPDA premium a month,
you are going to have to cut that by a third to support your capital if you are trying to
target a two-times RBC level. That is profound.

UL increases, but it is not as profound. It is not in the magnitude of 1 and 2 times.
It is in the magnitude of about a 50% increase. Baseline is 23.6%, moving up to
36.6% for 2 times RBC. Par whole life is very similar. Term insurance has a
tremendous dramatic impact on surplus levels - at least the strain. It goes from a
27% surplus strain all the way up to 82%. It is almost as severe as the SPDA
products. For those wrIting a lot of term business who think that RBC is not going to
hit you -- it is going to hit you, believe me!

Now for my observations before we close down and try to have some conversation.
Pricing with RBC has a nontrivial impact. I do not know how many times I have said
that. If you are not pricing with some level of RBC in there, I guarantee your
products are not performing as well as they should be. That is from a financial
perspective. They are probably performing well from a marketing perspective. The
problem is, RBC is going to be extremely important during the next five to ten years.
It is absolutely critical that you manage your RBCas well as you can.
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Second, companies now pricing with target surplus are either marginally pdcing, as I
described earlier (which I hope all you are doing), or they are missing the boat. They
are just flat out missing the boat.

Finally, going back to my original observation, to be at the rating level that you would
like to be at (which is in the top tier of the Moody's and S&P's), it appears there is a
safe harbor of sorts in the arena of 1.5-2 times RBC. I am not endorsing this by any
stretch. I am just simply reporting to you what I have observed.

FROM THE FLOOR: I have a comment about the apparent anomaly of increasing the
risk-based capital requirements by implying that low ROIs are acceptable and how to
explain that.

If you are in a mutual company and you are looking at your ROIs as growth re-
straints, that also goes for stock companies in which RBC is a real restraint, it is not
really an anomaly. But if you are in a stock company and you are looking at return
on equity (ROE), introducing RBC obscures the relationship between ROI and ROE.
Even though it would drive back ROI target, it would not necessarily drive back ROE
target.

MR. DAWSON: Anytime you are required to add more assets to back your product,
you have to compare your return on those assets to the return you were going to get
on your product. If return on your assets is less than the return on your product,
adding more assets is going to reduce your ROI or your ROE. If adding more assets
is going to do otherwise, you probably should not be selling that product. You can
do better by just investing the money.

MR. JACOBS: I guess I have always looked at it from a stock company point of
view. I agree with your comments wholeheartedly on the mutual company side.
That is just a limit on growth. You have finite resources. RBC is going to consume
those resources quicker than what you are used to.

On the stock side, unless you plan to fund your businesses at appropriate RBC levels
(1.5-2 times or some other higher level), what that tells me is, you are becoming a
junk company. You are at the AAA level, or your target is a AAA level, and you are
then able to afford AAA-type yields. Let's say 15% is the fight yield for a AAA
company. If you do not fund your business at the proper RBC levels, S&P's is going
to say you are not doing the right job. It slides you down the curve. Now you are
down in the BAAs, or whatever you want to call it. What that is going to do to your
business plan is make the cost of capital go up, because now you are considered a
junk company. Your rate of return is not 15% anymore. It has to be 20%.

If you look at your ROE, I think the anomaly is, you slide down the junk curve. Your
cost of capital goes up. You ought to price for it appropriately in the first place at the
front end. Does that make any sense?

FROM THE FLOOR: Yes. That sounds reasonable.

MR. JACOBS: Trust me. It is reasonable.
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The problem is, it is tough to get 15% in the first place, much less 15% on top of
these RBC formulas.

MR. PAUL H. LEFEVRE: I wanted to make a few commentsfrom the standpointof
an annuity company. While you were going through your presentation,Greg, many
thingscame to mind. My company is an annuity company. It has been looking at
the correlationbetween ratingsand RBC for annuity companies. It has alsobeen
looking at 1992 figures, not 1991 figures. There has been a noticeablechange in the
world between 1991 capitalfiguresand the 1992 figures.

MR. JACOBS: I presume that 1992 capital f_Juresare more well capitalizedthan the
1991 figures.

MR. LEFEVRE: My observationis that companies in the annuitiesbusinesswith a AA
rating are coming in at about 250. When you look at more tradi'donalmeasures of
capital likea S&P leverage ratio or a straight-capital-to-assets-or-liabilityratio, you find
that they are low compared with companiesthat are in other businesses. You might
find leverage ratiosof companies that are under 200 and are in a broadvariety of
businesses, and then around 13 or 14 for an annuity company with a 200. For
example, our company has an RBC ratio of 200, and yet a leverage ratio of almost
19. So the annuity companies actually have no C-2 factors. Therefore, for them you
do not use the 115 for them; you use one for the covariance.

MR. JACOBS: Exactly.

MR. LEFEVRE: Another thing is the effective variable business, v_rrtha very small
exception, which has to do with seed money in variable annuity funds, a variable
annuity company has absolutely no respect for RBC. I believe that is going to change
sometime in the near future. We were looking at one company that had almost
entirely variable products with an RBCratio of 5,200.

MR. JACOBS: Right. That is not surprising.

MR. LEFEVRE: It probably does not have an AAA plus rating. Also on pricing, and
this is a good comment from the annuities side, the RBC formula, as you saw, is
really not affected by asset/liability management. Whether you do or you do not.
The implication is that your cash-flow testing would point out any problems, and your
surplus would be reduced by extra reserves if you have it set up. I think that only
happens way out on the margin. I do not think slightness measures would cause
that. I think rating agents are looking at that much more. If you are pricing on an
option-pricing-type basis, it is a little more difficult to take into account.

MR. JACOBS: Regarding your point about variable, I guess I should echo the same
sentiments. For risk, as it currently stands, you have to have money other than the
seed money, which is small relative to the big pie of assets under account. You need
zero RBC to be in the variable business. For those companies that have the distribu-
tion sources and outlets to be in variable, it would seem to me that the cost of doing
that business has gone down significantly with the introduction of RBC.
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Heaven knows why more companies have not migrated that way. Now, Paul's point
is, if you are going to migrate that way, migrate quick and get market share. Paul's
point, and I tend to agree with it, is that the NAIC is probably going to force some
capital requirementson variable companies if they see a mass evacuation out of the
guarantee contracts over into the variable contracts. That is still three to f'_/e years
away. So for three to five years, you can move into variable nice and quietly and
eliminate some of your capital requirements, tt is just kind of an expensive business
to do. If there are any RBCworking group people here, I would be interested to hear
what your thoughts.

MR. LEFEVRE: If you go too far, you do not make any money on it.

MR. JACOBS: Well, tell me. This is not to be a discussion about whether you make
money in variables versus not variable. I bet that if I asked my pricing actuarial
friends here, "Get real honest with yourself. Are you making the spreads that you
think you are making over on your fixed-account products versus your guarantee of
spread over on the variable products? Where would you rather be?" I guarantee that
many would migrate to variable annuities.

FROM THE FLOOR: You mentioned that the new formula was susceptible to
manipulation. Do you think companies will reorganize to reduce their RBC?

MR. JACOBS: I have been involved in at least four client projects in which the exact
motives were to reorganize to make RBCbetter for the organization. This gets into
an issue that is not risk based or does not even involve product development in the
age or RBC; it is more like dealing with RBC. The way affiliates are handled is kind of
funky. I wish I could describe it clearly, but you do not get the full benet"rtof having
highly capitalized affiliates underneath the primary company. If you collapse them all
down, not only the expense savings, assuming you can avoid New York problems,
but you collapse them all down and bring them into one organization, your RBC
would change just with that one little piece of paperwork. There are many lawyers'
fees and all kinds of other things involved. BUt the fact is, I am seeing a lot of
crunching down of parent/sister companies simply for RBC purposes. Personally, I
expect to see more of that.

MR. DAWSON: I believe that companies will do that. I think that you probably
should do that if it makes sense, but remember, the RBC formula itself is not static.
As the committee moves forward, it is going to look at what happens in the industry,
and It will modify the formula appropriately. If the RBC formula is hurting you, you
should certainly make some changes, but you will not be able to avoid problems
without keeping on top of what RBC really is doing.

MR. ROBERTC. MITCHELL: I noticed in both of your examples that you talked
about the capital requirements for individual products, but you did not address the
managing of the portfolio risk across product lines and how a pricing actuary would
reflect the co-variance of the off-setting risk between an asset-dominated product and
a C-2-dominated product. I guess from our standpoint, we try to manage on a total
company basis, and the regulators are managing on total company. And I guess the
sum of the pieces is much greater than what the total needs to be.
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MR. JACOBS: That is an interesting observation. I guess for the bigger companies
such as yours, we have always gone in and looked at the marginal RBC effect of that
particular product line. To be perfectly blunt, we could care less what the disability
insurance people think. Maybe that is not appropriate. That is probably why big
companies like that have corporate actuaries that try to get the guys talking, but I
have never been in that situation. I would be interested in your observation that all
the pricing work I have seen or been involved in has clearly been marginally focused
on that line of business. It does not look at the risk attributes, or where you can get
savings over on the other lines of business that maybe produces some margins. That
way, the subtotal of all those produces a bit more capital than what you need, which
is generally positive unless you have some serious market pressures. That is an
interesting observation. I am not seeing any good decent response to that.

MR. DAWSON: I guess at the pricing actuary level, if you are responsible for one
product line, it is pretty hard for you to deal with those covariances. At the corporate
level, you probably can look at some of these covariances and then dictate back
down to the product line a target surplus formula that may be different than RBC.
For the whole corporation, each line of business will be able to produce the kind of
capital that is needed so that your total adjusted capital for the company meets RBC
targets.

MR. ALAN LEESTURM: My question addresses the apparent anomaly with the
increasing RBC requirements. That seems to correspond to lower Moody's or
Standard & Poor's ratings levels, but obviously, that would seem to indicate a
problem in the formula. As you said, one of your suggestions was to just get bigger.
It is possible that the eventual RBC formula will take size into account more often. Or
do you think that possibly when you set target RBC levels, you should, maybe for a
smaller company, target higher RBC?

MR. JACOBS: There clearly are some size gradations inside the RBC. Now, are they
big enough? Well, if you think that Moody's and Standard & Poor's are doing a
perfect job, the gradations clearly are not big enough. But Moody's and S&P's, as
somebody brought up, do not look at formulas. NAIC people look at formulas.
Those are easy to look at. Rating agencies look at management. They look at asset/
liability issues. They look at market segments. They look at so many other things
that the big $34 billion companies that are top rated by Moody's are in. The group
A&H, the pension business, and the direct A&H simultaneously cannot go bed, so the
sum of all the risks is not needed per the RBCformula.

Now, are the RBC people going to acknowledge that somewhere down the road? I
do not have a clue. It depends on how much the big companies that start getting
downgraded complain, to be perfectly blunt. Equitable of New York is doing that
fight now about the RBC formula. Because it is complaining a lot, it may cause a
change in It.

The S&P's and Moody's people that I have talked to believe what they bring to the
table in their rating is quite profound, very professional, and very well done. I cannot
argue with any of that. What the NAIC and this little group of actuaries has tried to
do is basically circumvent their really intense detailed process by these little formulas
that are at the back of the annual statement. Well, clearly it cannot be done. They
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appreciate that people are looking at RBCand capital levels, but they clearly do not
appreciate the fact that guys like me are standing up here and saying, "Hey, look
what they are doing. Their RBC is going down, but the rating is going up." I am
sure they do not appreciate that.

MR. DAWSON: Well, there is more riskgenerallyfor a smallercompany than there is
for a largercompany. Duringthe processof developingthe RBC formula, the formula
was developed first by largercompanies,and then smallercompaniesbecame
involved and helped to make the formula more equitable. Still, the smaller companies
tend to need to have more capitalunder the formula than the largercompanies.

What this reallypoints to is that smallercompaniesneed to stay involved in managing
this formula for the regulators. Get on committees and task forcesthat review the
formula. Make sure it is appropriatefor your company and for companiesthat are
your size.

There is a tendency for largercompanies to have the capacity to send actuaries to
these task forces. It is more difficult for the smallercompanies,but I think it is very
important that they participate,too.

MR. LEFEVRE: I think some companiesought to send some nonactuaries,too.

MR. JACOBS: Yes. That is a good point.

MR. LEFEVRE: I think both the RBC formula and the IMPJAVR were very much
influenced. I am not saying actuariesare bad. I used to be one.

I likethe term you used earlier- managingthe formula. That might not be what you
meant. You mentioned Equitableas an example. If you read Equitable's annual
statement, you will see it has a sectionon RBC and what it is going to do to improve
the ratio.

MR. JACOBS: Is it management action or is it formula driven?

MR. LEFEVRE: It talks about changingthe structuresof its subsidiaries. It talks about
using real estate investment trust (REITs)on some of its mortgage holdings.

I think all of us have done it. I know we have looked. We have seen that if we look

at our top ten bonds, and if we seethat some of them are slightlylower rated, we
could sell off a tiny little bit of them. What influenced a big one for us was the way
that seed money is treated as I mentionedearlier. If you seed it out of the general
account, it hits you at 30%. If you seed it out of the separateaccount, it hits you at
10%. Those types of thingsare not manipulative.

MR. JACOBS: Yes. They are just playingwithin the system givento you.

MR. LEFEVRE: I do not know. I tend to believe that you can go too far the other
way. I am not suggesting that the work you are inventing has done that, but if you
become focused just on the RBCformula, and if you were a proxy for target surplus,
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you are going to miss something. I think many companies that were doing pricing
with target surplus are finding that they are okay.

MR. JACOBS: Right. I will reecho Paul's comment. These are simply observations
that a client asked. Where are the RBC levels of those highly rated companies? This
is factual. It is not intended to be any more than that. But when you get many
actuaries together in a room, what do they do when they leave? The next thing you
know, 6,000 products will be out there in the marketplace priced at 1.75 times RBC.
Do not do that. Think about it. If that turns out to be the right answer - great!
There is some statistical evidence showing that is where S&P's and Moody's are
going.

Paul also said that if you look at the 1992 data, capital ratios are higher. If you look
at your market segment, if you are in disability insurance (DI), if you are in annuities, if
you are purely universal life, or if you are in direct response, it is all going to be a little
bit different. If you focus on a big macro sort of picture like this, you may price
yourself out of your own market, but you may be really well capitalized and not be
able to sell the first thing.

When you are pricing products, I am about as conservative as any actuary you run
into, but it does not make any sense to set up conservative reserves. One of the
arguing points in the RBC at the early stages is, if a company that has been in the
traditional life business since 1904 and they continue to reserve its business at the
American Experience 2% Table, its reserves are awfully conservative. Does it get any
break relative to a company, which prices and reserves at the edge, considering every
single select factors, the highest valuation rate, the cheapest mortality rate. Do the
two companies have a different RBC level? No.

The illogical conclusion, but nonetheless a conclusion of this whole thing, is to not
price with conservative reserves. That is exactly not what the NAIC wanted. But,
that is exactly the result. You do not get a bang for your buck by setting up conser-
vative reserves, so if you are really trying to find those margins and pricing, do not set
up conservative reserves. But do price with some sort of target surplus level.
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